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CREATING A RESPECTFUL WORKPLACE 

Bob Horton

Bass, Berry & Sims, PLC

Why is Our Behavior Important?

The law seeks to regulate workplace 

relationships among:

► Co-workers, especially managers/supervisors

► Workers and customers

► Workers and suppliers, vendors, etc.

Our behavior:

► Impacts our co-workers’ daily life

► Communicates our regard for co-workers
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Legal Claim: Equal Employment

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

“It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer –

► (1) to fail  or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or 
otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to  
his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of 
employment, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, 
sex, or national origin…..,  

…also protected

► Age, Disability, Veteran Status, Sexual Orientation, state laws

…and each statute prohibits Retaliation for 
“opposition” and “participation”

What is “Unlawful” 

Discrimination?

Making an employment decision based on 

someone’s protected class. 

Examples:

► Terminating Bob because he is Muslim

► Demoting Cindy because she is pregnant

► Not hiring Amy because she is African American

► Not giving Sam a raise because he is gay

Not Unlawful Discrimination – refusing to hire 

blondes
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Harassment as Discrimination

Civil Rights Act of 1964

Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 1986 

What is “Unlawful” Harassment?

Victim is a member of a Protected Class

Victim is subjected to unwelcome 
harassment

The harassment was based on the 
Victim’s Protected Class

Harassment unreasonably interfered with 
the Victim's work performance by creating 
an environment that was intimidating, 
hostile or offensive.
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Type #1 – Hostile Work Environment

Subjective and Objective Component-
Unwelcome conduct that a “reasonable 
person” would find hostile or abusive. 

► Was it reasonable for the victim to be offended?

► Was the victim offended?

Examples:  
► Joking or making insensitive remarks about 

anyone’s protected class; sexual language, 
unwelcome sexual advances or touching, sex 
based jokes, comments about not being “manly” 

Type #1 – Hostile Work Environment: 

Sexual Harassment

Sexual Harassment is not limited to 

unwanted touching or sexual advances 

between a man and a woman.

► Same sex harassment

► Gender focused misbehavior

► Stereotypes (Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins)

► Sexual Orientation
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Type #1 – Hostile Work Environment: 

Sexual Harassment

More Examples:

“Leering”

Shoulder Massage

Leaning Over

Jokes

Talking about personal sex life

Whose perspective matters?

Who?

Can be a  person from your same 

protected class

► Same Sex

► Same Race

► Same Religion

Non-Employee harasser

► Vendor, client, visitor
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What and When?

Generally, conduct must consist of more 

than one incident. 

One incident may be unlawful if:

► Physical

► Unusually severe incident

Totality of Circumstances

Look to the effects on the workplace and the nature 
of the workplace.

► Although psychological harm may be relevant, neither 
psychological harm nor any tangible effect on the 
complainant need be proven.

Is the conduct verbal or physical or both?

How frequent?

Single incident or pattern and practice?

Patently offensive?  Threatening?  Humiliating? 
Mere offensive utterance?

Co-worker or supervisor?
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Where?

Where can the Conduct occur?

► At Work

- Before, during or after a shift

► Off Site

- At customer locations

- During business travel

- At co-worker gatherings

Type #2 - Quid Pro Quo

Supervisor Harassment
This for That

► Submission to Conduct is Explicit/Implicit Term or 
Condition of Employment

► Why is it limited to supervisors?

Example – Supervisors’ demands of sexual 
favors in order to obtain wage increase.  

Example – Harvey Weinstein abusing his 
power.
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Type #2 - Quid Pro Quo

Supervisor Harassment

Tangible vs. Non Tangible Employment 

Actions

Tangible Employment Action

► A significant change in employment status

- Hiring/firing, failure to promote, reassignment, 

decision which causes significant changes in 

benefits. 

Employer Liability for 

Unlawful Harassment

Nature of Liability Depends on Who is 

Harassing and How

► Co-worker/Outsider – Hostile Work 

Environment

► Supervisor – Tangible Employment Action

► Supervisor – Hostile Work Environment
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Co-Worker/Outsider Harassment

General “Agency”  and Negligence 

Principles

Misconduct by co-workers or outsiders 

does NOT violate the law unless:

► The employer knew or should have known of 

the harassment; and

► The employer failed to take immediate and 

appropriate corrective action.

“Prompt and Appropriate 

Remedial Action”

Has the employer taken steps reasonably 

calculated to end the harassment?

► The employer does NOT have to use the most 

serious sanction available.

► However, if the harasser is disciplined and 

continues to harass, the discipline was clearly 

not effective.

► Must take prompt action (but consistent with 

reasonable investigation)
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How is the Employer

Put on Notice of Harassment?

Complaints to HR

Complaints to Supervisor

SO WHAT MUST SUPERVISOR DO 

WHEN PUT ON NOTICE??? REPORT!!

Supervisor Harassment

Tangible Employment Action (Quid Pro 

Quo)

No Tangible Employment Action (Hostile 

Work Environment)
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“Tangible Employment Action”

by a Supervisor

If the employer has taken some tangible 

employment action linked to harassment, 

then the employer is held strictly liable!

► No Affirmative Defense for the Employer

- Whether the employer knew is irrelevant

- Whether the company had a policy is irrelevant

Hostile Work Environment

Caused by a Supervisor

Employer is liable but may have a defense 

if:

► Employer exercised reasonable care to 

prevent and correct promptly any harassing 

behavior; and

► Employee unreasonably failed to take 

advantage of any preventive or corrective 

opportunities provided by the employer or to 

avoid harm otherwise.
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Anti-Retaliation
Retaliation occurs when an individual takes adverse action against 
an employee because of the employee’s protected activity. 
“Protected activities” involve the employee’s exercise of some right 
under state or federal law, including:

► Complaining in good faith about harassment or discrimination, even 
if it is not harassment or discrimination and the employee believed it 
was;

► Requesting or taking Family Medical Leave for a qualifying reason;

► Filing a claim for workers’ compensation benefits; 

► Requesting less overtime or better benefits as part of group 
request; and

► Requesting the reasonable accommodation of a disability or 
sincerely-held religious belief.

You are the Company’s first line of defense against 
harassment/discrimination claims and preventing retaliation. 

Challenges for Supervisors

Cannot assume no one offended

Cannot agree not to address

Will insist you report and/or report 

themselves

Relationships are under even more 

scrutiny
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New Legal Considerations

Confidentiality and the Settlement of 

Sexual Harassment Claims

► Several states have proposed bills that would 

prohibit the use of nondisclosure and/or 

mandatory arbitration agreements in 

employment contracts and settlement 

agreements

New Legal Considerations

New Tax Amendments no longer permit 

corporations to deduct settlement 

payments as business expenses if the 

settlement is subject to an NDA.
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Why Harassment/Unlawful 

Discrimination Still Occur?

EEOC Comments on Failure of 

Harassment Training

► Relationship v. Rules Based Training

Why does rules based training not work?

Why Rules Based Training 

Not  Work?

Generally knowledge of the rules is never 

enough to transform behavior

Do employees perceive company’s policy 

as having integrity?

► What might cause employees not to believe 

the policy has integrity?
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Do Employees Perceive the 

Policy Has Integrity?

Are “important” or “high performers” 
protected?

What impact could management’s actions 
have regarding this issue?  

How might an investigation into 
harassment impact the employee’s 
perception? 

What about decisions made after the 
investigation?

Risk Avoidance or 

Relationship Transformation? 
What is the point of the training?

► Sign in sheet?

► Here are the rules- “don’t do that”

► We don’t want to get sued (not we really want you to have 
a healthy work environment)

Or can it be 
► We value you as a person 

► We value the relationships we have with each other

► Our desire is that you find some level of meaning here
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Rules v. Relationship

Rules focus leads to:

► What can I get away with?

► How can I promote myself?

Relationship focus leads to:

► Greater sense of purpose/fulfillment

► Value each other/team

► Value good of community served

Example: equal opportunity jerk

Meaning of Work

What is our work for?

► Work as calling

► Not primarily for self but for others/community

► “Other mindedness” in our work

- “Life’s most urgent and persistent question is 

‘What are you doing for others?’” Dr. ML King Jr.

► Otherwise, work more about us and leads to 

burn out/comparative thinking
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Looking for Identity 

in Wrong Places/ Awareness

Who am I? What gives me significance?

One answer – my “group”

► Race, Nationality, Gender, etc.

► Those outside group must be “less than” 

those inside my group

Lack of awareness

Unconscious or Implicit Bias

What is it?

► “Attitudes or stereotypes created in our 

subconscious which affect our opinions and 

beliefs about other people”

► Filling in the gaps

- 11 million bits of information every moment/ we 

can only consciously process 40 bits (Google) 

► Where do we get the data to fill in the gaps?
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Stereotype Bias

2004 Study- Resume review – African 
American v. European American sounding 
fictitious names randomly assigned – 50% 
more White sounding names received call 
back

Investors prefer pitches from males 
(particularly attractive males)

2005 study – numbers oriented task 
regarding financial portfolio – information 
about work done separately and together –
determine how much influence each had

Unconscious or Implicit Bias

Other types of unconscious bias 

► Conformity Bias

► Beauty Bias

► Affinity Bias

► Halo Effect

► Horns Effect

► Attribution Bias
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Unconscious or Implicit Bias

How combat?

► Transparency with each other

- Discuss implicit bias

► Internal Controls

Unconscious or Implicit Bias

BUT WHAT ABOUT  BOB???
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Unconscious or Implicit Bias

Where likely to show up?

► Hiring

► Promotions

► Daily interactions

How combat?

► Introspection

- implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest

IAT Instructions
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What is Our Culture?

Self Assessment for your Leaders:

• Tolerance

Do you lack patience with individuals different from yourself?

Do you demonstrate a greater understanding and willingness to 
accept and allow the differences found among others?

Do you make assumptions about co-workers based on their 
gender, sexual orientation, race, etc.?

• Respect

Have you developed a regard for differences found among 
individuals?

Do you accept one’s culture as a valuable part of their 
individuality?

Do you talk to your co-workers as equals?

What is Our Culture? (cont’d)

• Interpersonal Skills

Do you interact with your co-workers in a friendly and 
professional manner?

Do you tend to maintain a “my way or the highway” point of 
view?

Are you flexible when others offer ideas and opinions that 
differ from yours?

Do you take the time to include co-workers in 
conversations?

Do you notice when a co-worker appears to be 
uncomfortable with a conversation topic or comment?

Do you say or do anything out of habit that is offensive?
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Unconscious Bias and 

Harassment

How does one affect the other?

REAL RELATIONSHIP 

IN WHICH WE SEEK GOOD OF THE 

OTHER

NECESSARILY CURBS BOTH

Questions?


